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Second Round of Spotlight Awards

How does it work?

very day we see people from across Commercial
Services doing an amazing job putting our values
into practice across the University, so it came as no
surprise when we saw the standard of the nominations we
received for the second round of Spotlight Awards.

Anyone can
nominate
anyone else or
a team for an
award if they
have seen
some evidence
of exceptional
work, great ideas
or an outstanding
attitude. Four times per year, a panel
will review all the nominations and
select winners from each category. A
Spotlight Award Ceremony is then
held at the quarterly Commercial
Services Leadership Lunch.
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We were once again faced with some very difficult
decisions to make but after much deliberation we are
pleased to announce the following nominees who were
invited to the last Leadership Lunch where the winners
were presented with their certificates.

Stewart Ross

Head of Commercial Services

The winners have now been entered into the Annual Awards Ceremony, which
will take place in December at a really special event - with the Vice Chancellor,
Professor Michael Arthur, coming along to present the awards.

Categories

So what are you waiting for?
Get nominating…

Helpful & Supportive

Find out how to nominate at
www.leeds.ac.uk/
facilitiesdirectorate/
commercialservices/spotlight

For the person, or team, who supports our customers by
delivering an excellent service experience.
The Kitchen Porters (Late Shift) - Yebyo Estifano,
Dawitt Ghebre, John McClenaghan, Mick Harrison,
Marcus Small, Richard Delaney – The late shift
WINNER! kitchen porters have been nominated for all their
hard work and support during this busy conference
season. Their unfailing good will and humour have
supported us immensely through these busy times.
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Highly
Commended

Arturs Grigals – For his positive and helpful attitude
as a Recreation Assistant, Arturs regularly seeks
out additional work when he has time to spare
including spending a significant amount of time filing
membership paperwork, extremely efficiently and
without complaint.

Highly
Commended

E
Paul Stone – Paul was nominated for the recent
excellent work he did in clearing out and scrubbing down a storage area in the
basement, he went about this in a cheerful, helpful way despite it being a messy
task, making a very positive contribution to good Health & Safety practices.
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Highly
Commended

Kevin Lowther, Alisha Dixon, Luke Wilson, Laura Whybrow and Alex Austin –
The combined performance of this team and the support they gave to each other
during the Leeds Bradford Triathlon Club event meant that glowing feedback
was given by the organisers and has led to this event becoming an annual event
for The Edge.

Commercial Services
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Innovative & Creative
For the person, or team, who has come up with the most innovative idea in Commercial
Services or who has ensured that we are always seeking new improvements and ideas.
Haley Smith – Haley worked incredibly hard on ensuring the data
systems SPA rely on kept working throughout the prices update,
the systems upgrade and the server change. Haley communicated
WINNER! thoroughly with SPA staff at all times making sure that we all knew
what was going on and what to expect whilst these updates were being
implemented. She has been approachable at all times answering queries
regarding all these changes no matter how busy she has been.

Haley Smith
Friendly, Fun and Positive Attitude
For the person, or team, who always brings fun to others at work and who
demonstrates a positive attitude in all that they do.
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Carl Marshall, Fiona Townend and Sarah Roe – Carl, Fiona and Sarah
worked extremely hard during the graduation period, in some cases
working 19 days straight. They are all incredibly flexible and hard
WINNER! working all year round and the business would not be as effective
without their flexibility and commitment.
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Emma Mackenzie-Hogg, Tash Whishaw, Alex McKeown and Jocelyn
Payne – Led by Emma; Alex, Tash and Jocelyn worked tirelessly over the
course of the week to deliver a fantastic experience for school children,
teaching staff and parents during a national schools Olympic sports
event. Emma and Alex’s preparation in the lead up to the event was
excellent and as a result the 5-day programme was successfully delivered
with glowing feedback being received.
Bernie Small, Zoe Read, Julie Richards, Paul Stone, Joanne O’Neil,
Rosmely Arifin, Adel Chermiti – This team delivered a fantastic two
weeks service at the BBQ and marquee for the recent graduations. They
worked long shifts, moved equipment, moved a lot of stock and 2nd
served many customers. They did it all with a big smile and in a very
happy, helpful way. They got families who arrived late to the viewing
ceremonies in Rupert Beckett, they smiled through the rain, they held
onto the gazebo in the wind, they took a lot of money and enhanced the
last student experience with great service.

Trust & Respect
For that great person, or team, who you can always trust and rely on and who also show respect to everyone they deal with.
Violetta Marzycka – Viola was nominated for her amazing service and attention to detail within the work she does at
Limm cafe. Thanks to Viola’s efforts she has some very loyal customers who she now knows personally. Viola is very
focussed and planned in her work, her cafe is spotless, she works by herself, remotely, and is in an area where there is
WINNER! a great deal of trust and respect required.
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Highly
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Victor Dong – Victor carries out his duties on the Function Floor in University House consistently well, and often
without supervision in a highly professional and trustworthy manner. He is often dealing with many types of different
people and many nationalities and is highly respected by the delegates and staff alike.
Alison Plant & Jim McMillan – Alison and Jim have seen a number of students in the last twelve months as consultants
on the lifestyle and wellbeing programme and the results have been absolutely fantastic. Jim and Alison’s commitment
and dedication has resulted in significant reduction of their levels of clinical distress. This intervention has significantly
enhanced many students well being by improving their physical and psychological states.

